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MANAGEMENT ASSERTION 1 - Extract from PwC report at Paragraph 8.62 (b)
August 2007

Investigation Report into Areas of Concern Raised by
Mr Brian Little
MAC: Aeronca - Airbus A340 non-recurring costs

8.62 (b) “The increased revenue for the remainder of the programme was due to management's
assertion that a higher percentage of future sales will be generated in later years, when MAC can expect
to benefit from the impact of compound price escalation. This has the impact of increasing the weighted
average future sales price. This also meant that unit sales in the immediate future are projected u- be
lower. For example, in the Q2 FY2006 EAC, the volume estimates for FY2007 were 144 units and these
were subsequently revised downward to 40 units in the Q4 FY2006 EAC. Similarly, unit sales in later
years were forecasted to increase by an equal amount. The annual price escalation formula increases
the sales price by 4.4% to 5.4% per annum from FY2008 to FY2012.”

Extract from my website www.fortfield.com Part D Exhibit 8.3 (a)
<BL: The Q2/2006 EAC showed a Gross loss of $5.220m and by the Q4.2006 EAC had been uplifted to a
miniscule Gross Profit of $0.137m for >$185m in future revenues . Crucially there was an addition to the
PwC Final Report in August 2007 at para 8.61 {691}
“The Q4 FY2006 EAC was also used by EY for year-end audit testing purposes.”>
That move from a Gross Loss of $5.220m at Q2 is analysed by PwC at para 8.62 - in an increase in
revenues in Q4.2006 by $8.47M over the life of the programme. PwC para 8.62(b) {692}, in referring to
the Table at 8.62, and the increase in revenues to $8470K states that “The increased revenue for the
remainder of the programme was due to management’s assertion that a higher percentage of future
sales will be generated in later years, when MAC can expect to benefit from the impact of compound
price escalation. This has the impact of increasing the weighted average future sales price. This also
meant that unit sales in the immediate future (2007) are projected to be lower……..”
8.3 Part A : Oral evidence from Mr Dekker on 10 June 2009

Mr Little

Mr Dekker
Mr Little

Mr Dekker

Judge
Mr Dekker

It says management asserts future sales, whatever, there’s no reference to any change in
assumptions and selling price, when it’s worth $6m - $7m, based on the figures I was
given this morning {1830A) … Pause
That would certainly be an interpretation of what they’re saying.
For fear of making a comment, and consulting speak, when I say management
assertion, that’s what they were being told. Can you confirm that there was a change in
the selling price assumptions made between Q2 and Q4?
There’s evidence in the bundle, we have two different schedules that show the breakout
for the Q2.2006 and Q4.2006 numbers that the selling price for each quarter was
different, the Q2 price was lower than Q4.
It doesn’t look as if they’ve brought that into the equation in terms of the report?
They certainly haven’t documented it in that fashion.
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<BL observation The schedule referred to in the oral evidence that 10 June 2009 morning
(Q2.2006.doc 1830A, after I had completed my own evidence in March 2009) allowed me to confirm
what we instinctively and numerically knew (now factually precisely), which was that PwC had the basic
information AND document readily available to enable them to FULLY recognise that management were
being “untruthful”, as reported by PwC in their assertion, at para 8.62b above. Aside from the obvious
fact that PRICING was overwhelmingly the primary reason for the “move to a positive gross profit” in
the Q4.2006 EAC the reader should bear in mind that these are reputedly “forensic” accountants and
naturally would themselves know (for a logical and numerically trained specialist person), that the
“management assertion” (Mr Dekker?) which they reported at Para 8.62 was untrue.
It is insightful to also know that to those with forensic knowledge and experience when a remark
“management asserts” is written in that way in such a Report it is “consulting-speak-code” for the
writers understanding (PwC) that the assertion is wrong and they already have access to multiple pieces
of information to conclude that. That was and is our view. In the A340 Section 8 PwC report PwC refer
on two occasions to this “consulting-speak-code” Management asserts” – in PwC para 8.62b pricing
comparisons between Q2.2006 and Q4.2006 (i.e as set out above) and then again from Mr Neill , in PwC
para 8.72 – “ Furthermore, management asserts that the requirement for spare units will support and
exceed the total number of units projected in the EAC. “ I return to this later in the website and A340
Report.
In fact on PRICING when we had this data it took just a few minutes to produce the Excel spreadsheet
WB1A.Q2.Q4 revenues comparing the changes in revenues and their reasons to demonstrate the
precise pricing numbers and Revenues impact from Q2 to Q4.2006. As the reader can see in this
spreadsheet $761K (ONLY 9%) of the $8470K increase in the A340 EAC revenues from Q2. to Q4. 2006
were attributable to the management assertion of a deferral in the schedule to later delivery years.
Additionally the A340-500/600 pricing calculations made for the Q4.2006 EAC themselves were WRONG,
when documented by PwC at para 8.79 - obviously multiple numeracy errors as above the stated 10%
BETA21 cost increase assumption by some $4.4m in unsubstantiated revenues. Indeed it would have
been self-evident to a numerate accountant in looking at the escalation formula (Appendix V1) together
with the stated identical % cost assumptions for each year from FY2007 that the table prepared by
Aeronca and reported by PwC at para 8.79 for year – on –year price increases of 6.4% to 5.4% could not
have been mathematically correct – it should have reflected a consistent circa 3.9% increase per year
from the FY2006 assumed price in the EAC. Furthermore there was no justification for the Q4.2006 +
10% BETA21S materials cost assumption, in the form of procurement documentation ex TIMET, sought
by PwC for inclusion in their Report.
Crucially, of course, Mr Dekker, Mr Neill and the MAC Audit Committee and all the MAC Board had the
opportunity to “correct” any of these “findings of fact” in the PwC report and the management
“assertion” when they read the Final Draft Report from April-August 2007. THEY DID NOT. We were
denied that input by Mr Dimma / TORYS LLP – see evidence at Exhibit 8.3C below.
The reader will already have noted that it was the impact of this MAC inflated pricing in Q4.2006 by
more than the MAC-assumed +10% in their escalation formula which “enabled an outcome” of a $137k
gross profit in the submitted Q4.2006 EAC to E&Y/PwC.
These are just some of the examples in the body of evidence which leads to my conclusion of PwC
“forensic deceit”. Please read further findings of fact at para 9 in A.340.report .PwC.Forensic.Deceit
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When I use the term “Forensic Deceit” in my Final Report on A340, I mean that it is NOT
TRUSTWORTHY, because the intention of the authors PwC and the effect of their less than rigorous
investigation or audit standards was to mislead the reader in their “findings of fact” and conclusions
from its work.

MANAGEMENT ASSERTION 2 : Extract from PwC report at Paragraph 8.71/8.72 open
8.71 In considering the requirement for spare units,an internal engineering reportentitled_'Durability
Analysis on Aircelle A340-500/600 Exhaust System' (exhibit 8.5) was prepared by Dr. Raj
Thamburaj, Director at AM ES, Orenda (a subsidiary of MAC), which concludes on the estimated life of
the product. The internal report states that "Actual life limit would be between 33,333h to 37,593h
which means that repairs would be required after 6.6-7.5 years at the least". MAC proposes that an
estimated life of 8 years (i.e., 40,000h at 5,000h per annum) would be a reasonable assumption.
8.72 It is of note that the internal report also makes reference to the requirement for repairs in its
conclusion and not explicitly to the need for spares or replacement units. Management
acknowledges the unpredictability of repair work and has appropriately chosen not to consider repairs
in its EAC analysis. Management believes that given the estimated life of the exhaust system, there will
be a combination of spare units and repair work. Further, management asserts that the requirement for
spare units will support and exceed the total number of units projected in the EAC.”

Extract from my website www.fortfield.com Part D Exhibit 8.5
Exhibit Internal Engineering Report entitled "Durability analysis on Aircelle A340-500/600 Exhaust
system by Dr Ray Thamburaj (Director at AMES) and accompanying email dated 14 March 2007
8.5
from Rich Neill to Stephen Moore (PwC) (UK document 3617 - 3624) (PDF)
PwC report para 8.72 “It is of note that the internal report (Dr Thamburaj) also makes reference
to the requirement for repairs in its conclusion and not explicitly to the need for spares or
replacement units. Management acknowledges the unpredictability of repair work and has
appropriately chosen not to consider repairs in its EAC analysis. .. “
Separately I advised PwC on audiotape on 29 January 2007 (doc 586) “..there isn’t that many
volumes of spares or production based on full spares” and then PwC recorded this in their report
paragraph 8.5 as “… Brian Little explained to PwC that the allegation was mainly about
production units since the volume for spare parts is not significant.”
Mr Neill oral evidence from 27 July 2009
Judge
Mr Neill
Judge
Mr Neill

You are not asserting that there is a mandatory requirement -Correct, correct.
Yes.
It is an estimate of the service life that we use to make the forecast.
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Mr Neill

Going back to the reports I referred to earlier, we had a damage tolerance report
that said a hundred thousand hours is the design life, when they did the damage
tolerance report they built into it a scatter range of 5, because the engine time
between overhauls was 20 thousand hours and therefore the belief is that nozzles
and plugs could start returning or needing repair from service from 20 thousand
hours on, we thought 20 thousand hours was much too low a number to use for this
calculation, and at the same time, given the amount of wear and tear that we knew
that would occur, based on our experience, a hundred thousand hours was too
great a number. So we had as it were a floor and a ceiling.
We made the decision to base it on 40 thousand hours, based on the work that Dr
Thamburaj did, that said that if any units are exposed to heavy use in a number of
hot and high airports and marine environments, corrosive elements in the air, et
cetera, et cetera, there's every likelihood that we'll start seeing heavy repairs from
about 35 thousand hours on, and we chose the 40 thousand hours based on that
fact, there was no other science behind the 40 thousand hours.”

Mr Little

Okay, can I try and go back to the mathematically and logically, if we go back to the
8.75. This calculation here is predicated on a replacement at 40 thousand hours,
is it or is it not? That's the logic of PwC?

Mr Neill

I would assume so but it doesn't actually say this --

Mr Little
Mr Neill

Just up to 8.74 -I would assume so.

This reference in evidence was that PwC had calculated, independently of MAC, an expected
demand of 1572 spare and repair units, as set out in paragraph 8.75. The number was based on
some basic logic and maths errors – inflating potential revenues by perhaps $100m. As I stated in
my witness statement as part of para 224.4 “… I considered the mathematical spares calculation
included in the report to be at best, misguided.”
It was also not consistent with the much “lower spares numbers – “886” ” in a schedule
provided by MAC on 14 March 2007 to PwC (doc 3605H). This MAC schedule representation was
NOT mentioned or included amongst the 5 Exhibits (8.1-8.5) in either of the PwC reports.

Mr Neill oral evidence from 27 July 2009
Mr Neill : I think you want me through the ... to show you that there was an error in the
second line of their (PwC) calculations which would reduce the number, so on the
basis of that's what they did, you've interpreted it that way and I would have to
agree with you right now, but it still doesn't change the overall basis of the EAC,
that we had more than the necessary 1250 or whatever the number was
mentioned in this email to get all the amortization completed.
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Mr Little : Rich, just so we're both on the same wavelength, the evidence you've given is that
the table, you didn't correct, and both of us believe that it's probably wrong. You've
said independently in this email that you've done a calculation that suggests 800
units on a replacement basis on 40 thousand hours is what is in the EAC and what
I'm saying is, if that is true and everything has changed at 40,000 hours, purely for
spares, that would meet the 1247, which is your point, but it's only in that
situation that everything is getting replaced at 40 thousand hours without
exception. No repairs, nothing, straightforward replacement. That's what your
emails are saying?

Mr Neill : I think we're losing sight of the purpose of this email. At that point in time, PwC
were trying to understand how the numbers stacked up to justify us getting more
than 1247 units that had been used at that time in the EAC. I must admit I didn't go
back and check in detail every calculation that followed that. All I was saying was
that if you took Dr Thamburaj's 40 thousand hours it would generate a significant
number which, on top of the production, would easily exceed the 1247 numbers
needed to amortize out the recurring costs. That's what I was trying to say in the
opening paragraph. (of his email dated 29 March 2007 at document 3597)
Mr Little

Judge
Mr Little
Judge
Mr Little
Judge
Mr Lynch
Judge
Mr Little
Judge

No, I'm suggesting to you you're lying, because that says to anybody, a
replacement. The calculation of 800 stacks together with that, it only makes sense
in that context. It can't mean anything else, and they then go off and say that's how
they've done their calculations, but can't even get the maths right. (overspeaking)
Wait, please. You're suggesting he's lied in the email?
Yes, he's deliberately lied and given that impression.
In the email.
In the email relating to the 800 and he then conditions -No….
Wait.
In the email, what you're suggesting is that he's lying to PwC.
He's deliberately given the impression of that 40,000 hours replacement.
I hear what you say but I want to make a note of it. I suggest that you are lying in
the email. Not anywhere else, but in that email. That's what's been suggested to
you, I think. That that's a lie.

and Mr Lynch QC (Magellan Aerospace) counsel in his cross-examination of Mr Bobbi (June
2009)
(with Mr Lynch interpretation and his client/MAC instructions re Mr Neill’s email -3597)
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Mr Lynch We have Mr Neill's email to Mr Moore of PricewaterhouseCoopers. I know it’s a bit
compressed in its typescript. Tribunal, of course there is a bigger version in the
bundle, if that's a bit small to read. (Pause).
Mr Bobbi, you can see, can't you, looking at the two substantive paragraphs -- it
actually is a feature of both those paragraphs -- that Mr Neill makes it expressly
clear that Magellan is simply basing its calculations for accountancy purposes on
spares or replacements, he's not included anything to do with repairs.
Mr Bobbi That's right.
Mr Lynch Good.
Mr Lynch … But do you agree that it is certainly right that if Magellan sells a new unit, whether
as part of a new aircraft or as a new replacement unit, a spare, then they would all
count for EAC purposes?
Mr Bobbi Of course.
Mr Lynch Right. So it's plain, isn't it, that PwC did indeed examine and accepted, for
accountancy purposes, the validity of incorporation of Dr Thamburaj's calculations,
yes?
Mr Bobbi That was the only information that they had.
Mr Lynch Right. And that information would indeed, because it related to lifespan, that
information would indeed provide the basis on which PwC could rightly conclude
that indeed these would involve new units that would be sold, that's right, isn't it?
Mr Bobbi No, that's not. Because a component has a "lifespan" does not mean necessarily it
will be replaced by something new, it can be repaired.
Mr Lynch Yes. Well, no, I think the whole point is this, it's not, Dr Thamburaj's point was not
a question that they will need repairs after that period, Dr Thamburaj's point was
that around 40,000 flying hours was indeed the lifespan of the unit. That after
that, its lifespan was spent and should be replaced. That was the point.
For information: Dr Thamburaj is the Manager of Advanced Engineering Services at MAC and
was neither interviewed by PwC during their independent forensic investigation nor either
member of the UK legal team.
Furthermore the MAC/Respondents’ UK solicitors (PinsentMasons) are “On the record”
stating in PinsentMasons letter extract dated 27 August 2009 “In regard to the likely need for
spare exhaust parts, the Respondents case has always been (and remains) that Dr Thamburaj’s
work gave rise to a calculation of the likely life span of the parts. This allowed an estimate to be
made as to the likely demand of such parts. Dr Thamburaj’s work concerned this and not some
regulatory, mandatory requirement, that the parts be replaced after 40000 flying hours. Indeed,
Mr Neill made this expressly clear in his email to Mr Furbay at pages 3597/8 And then in
PinsentMasons letter extract - 14 September 2009 – “As you well know, our view is that
Magellan’s position on the likely, predicted need for spares (based on Dr Thamburaj’s research) is
clear and consistent.”And then in PinsentMasons letter extract – 29 September 2009 “The
Respondents’ views as to the need for potential spares and replacements has not changed” And
then in PinsentMasons letter extract – 6 October 2009“That case is and was that Dr Thamburaj’s
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research allowed MAC to make commercial predictions as to the likely need for replacements.”
Given all the evidence and the continuing position stated in correspondence I wrote in an
unprecedented action directly to Mr Lynch QC as a litigant-in-person on 30 September 2009 –
see subject 2 on pages 5 – 10 and specifically the warning on page 8.
{BL Observation :
1. 1. Subsequent to the October 2009 Tribunal hearing (after Magellan’s legal team
reluctantly agreed to disclose the complete contents of doc 3597/3598 at that tribunal
hearing) to disclose the PwC Questions and Magellan answers (Mssrs Furbay and Neill)
document in late March 2007 (see doc 3597-3598/3598A-3598B) before the FY2006
Financial statements were published the reader will note Question 5 posed by PwC
“The engineering report prepared by Dr Thamburaj makes reference to repairs being
required (not necessarily spares). What is management’s view on the distinction
between spares and repairs and the implications for future revenues / costs? …. etc.
PwC then proceed at PwC para 8.75 to falsely calculate a likely demand of 1572 Spares
and Repairs by FY2021 – see my A340 report and website parts D & E.

These are just some of the examples in the body of evidence which leads to my conclusion of PwC
“forensic deceit”. Please read further findings of fact at para 9 in A.340.report .PwC.Forensic.Deceit
When I use the term “Forensic Deceit” in my Final Report on A340, I mean that it is NOT
TRUSTWORTHY, because the intention of the authors PwC and the effect of their less than rigorous
investigation or audit standards was to mislead the reader in their “findings of fact” and conclusions
from its work.

Factually as at the end of October 2010, against the 1247 units used by Magellan in the A340
EAC, a total of 524 have been delivered for installation in A340-500/600 aircraft. This
completes all the deliveries from Airbus to airline customers as 131 aircraft and no further are
scheduled in the Airbus production plan.
From January 2007 – 31 October 2010 a total of only 11 units have been delivered for Spares.

This would leave a minimum theoretical mathematical balance of 712 units in the MAC
assertion for A340-500/600 Spares by FY2021……………………(Aircelle email .. HOAX)
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